YOUNG RESEARCHER’S DAY 2016
THE DOCTORATE AND BEYOND

Thursday, 6 October 2016
9 am - 6 pm, Uni Mail, MS160

WE WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS OUR WARMEST THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING INSTITUTIONS FOR THEIR PARTICIPATION

• CUSO
• Quartz Bio S.A.
• Phasis Sàrl
• Scientific Information School (SIS)

More information: www.unige.ch/recherche/young-researchers-day-2016

www.unige.ch/recherche/young-researchers-day-2016
9:00 Welcome (Yves Flückiger, Chancellor of the University of Geneva)
9:10 Program presentation (Laure Ognois, Director Research services, UNIGE)
9:20 Experience sharing by the Professor Mireille Bétrancourt (Director TEFCA, FPSE, UNIGE)
9:35 Working at UNIGE: functions, contracts, conflicts, rights/obligations of assistants and doctoral students (Marie-Claire Cors-Huber, Director Human Resources services, UNIGE)
9:50 Support for getting your thesis off to a good start: StartingDoc, Mentoring, REGARD workshops, etc. (Brigitte Mantilleri, Director Equal opportunities office, UNIGE)
10:05 Is gender meaningful for research? (Professor Antoinette Pechère, Head Hypertension Unit at HUG, faculty of medicine, UNIGE)
10:25 Networking break and Information stands
11:05 Support for young academics «senior»: mission of the Research Service (Yhadora Charital, Young Researcher’s Coordinator and Caroline Loutre, Head National and regional research support, Research services, UNIGE)
11:20 Financing and mobility during and after the doctorate I: SNSF’s grants: Doc.CH, Doc. Mobility, Early Postdoc. Mobility, Advanced Postdoc. Mobility (Marie-Anne Berazategui, Head Secretariat SNSF Research commission, Research services, UNIGE)
11:35 Financing and mobility during and after the doctorate II: European programs (Marie-Curie and ERC) (Vladan Janjusevic and Véronique Orsat, Scientific Collaborators, Euresearch, Research services, UNIGE)
11:50 Employability of young researchers in private company (Marc Lamarine, Director Scientific and co-founder of Quartz Bio S.A.)
12:10 Training and skills development during the doctorate I: CUSO’s doctoral programs (Joëlle Richard, Scientific Collaborator, CUSO)
12:25 Training and skills development during the doctorate II: support for doctoral students (Mallory Schaub-Geley, Head of SEA, DIFE, UNIGE)
12:40 Morning wrap-up and introduction to the afternoon session (Laure Ognois, Director Research services, UNIGE)

End of morning presentations at approx. 12:45

13:00 Buffet lunch offered to all speakers and attendees / Questions and networking / Information stands

14:00 Workshop Succeeding in your academic career or outside the University - «World café»
Working languages: English and French
- Introduction: During and beyond the doctorate, presentation of the speakers and the workshop structure (Laure Ognois, Director Research services, UNIGE)
- World café:
  I. Internationalize your career (Dominique Soldati-Favre, Professor of the Faculty of medicine and Olivier Vincent, Deputy Director International Affairs)
  II. Network efficiently (Brigitte Mantilleri, Director Equal opportunities office and Patrick Meraldi, Professor of the Faculty of medicine)
  III. Innovate (Jorge Cors, Phasis Sàrl Director)
  IV. Manage research data (Sylvie Vullioud, Scientific Information School and Jean-Blaise Claivaz, DIS)
  V. Identify and develop your transferable skills (Verity Elston, Director CUSO Programme and Patrick Roth, NTICE)

Workshop wrap-up in plenary session
17:00 Closure drinks